
A GATHERING OF GALATIANS, MAP 1:
In the October 1990 issue of MINIATURE WARGAMES magazine, Mr. Chris Tofalos 
presented “A Return to Ancients,” a four-page account (two of text and two of pictures) of a 
large 15mm WRG 7th Edition wargame wherein Galatians, assisted by several units of Greeks, 
did battle with Republican Romans and an assortment of allies (Aetolians, Numidians, 
Pergamenes, and Tarantines). 

Though I do not use 15mm figures and have never even seen a copy of the WRG rules, I 
thought that this table-edge to table-edge wargame might prove an interesting and entertaining 
scenario to refight with Rick Priestley’s HAIL CAESAR and selected amendments to same. 

The original table size measured seven feet by three feet. The original terrain was very simple: 
four patches of woods were split between the North and South, and arranged on the long axis of 
the battlefield. By my count, 32 Galatian and or Greek units faced 37 Republican Roman/Allied 
formations. As to actual figure count, Mr. Tofalos reported 240 heavy infantry, 296 support 
infantry (light, light-medium, and light-heavy), and 60 cavalry for the Romans. There were 352 
medium infantry, 96 support infantry, 97 cavalry, and 12 chariots for the Galatian/Greeks.

My playing surface measured six feet by four feet, so a very slight adjustment had to be made. 
Reproducing the terrain features was not a problem. Instead of using just one type of woods, I 
borrowed a modification to BLACK POWDER from The Contemptible Little Wargames Club 
and classed two of the woods as heavy and the other two as light. 

As for converting the troops from WRG to HC, this proved a bit of a challenge. After some 
deliberation, I decided to work with/from the army lists on pages 54 and 55 of the Biblical & 
Classical Supplement. I drew up orders of battles (taking some license when it came to 
recommended unit limits) wherein 7 divisions of Galatians would do battle with 9 divisions of 
Republican Romans. Map 2 shows the initial deployment of these 16 formations. 
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